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ABSTRACT

Preindustrial (PI) simulations of the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3) at two resolutions, a moderate and a low resolution, are described and compared to the standard controls for present-day (PD) simulations. Because of computational efficiency, the moderate- and low-resolution versions of CCSM3 may be appropriate for climate change studies requiring simulations of the order of hundreds to thousands of years. The PI simulations provide the basis for comparison for proxy records that represent average late Holocene conditions.

When forced with PI trace gases, aerosols, and solar irradiance estimates, both resolutions have a global cooling of 1.2°–1.3°C, increased sea ice in both hemispheres, and less precipitation near the equator and at midlatitudes as compared to simulations using PD forcing. The response to PI forcings differs in the two resolutions for North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC), the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), and ENSO. The moderate-resolution CCSM3 has enhanced ACC, North Atlantic MOC, and tropical Pacific ENSO variability for PI forcings as compared to PD. The low-resolution CCSM3 with more extensive sea ice and colder climate at high northern latitudes in the PD simulation shows less sensitivity of the North Atlantic MOC to PI forcing. ENSO variability and the strength of the ACC do not increase with PI forcing in the low-resolution CCSM3.

1. Introduction

Climate has been changing since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Crutzen (2002) designates the last two centuries starting at 1800 A.D. the “Anthropocene,” to emphasize the important impact of human activities on the earth and atmosphere. Since 1800 A.D., atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentration has increased by more than 30% and atmospheric methane (CH₄) has doubled, resulting in a net radiative forcing for greenhouse gases changes of more than 1.5 W m⁻² (Ramaswamy et al. 2001). Instrumental and proxy records indicate that the Northern Hemisphere mean surface temperature has increased by approximately 0.6°–0.9°C over the twentieth century and roughly 1°C since 1800 A.D. (Jones and Mann 2004).

Understanding climates farther back in time tests our understanding of climate change and our ability to model this change and the extreme states of the climate system. Estimating the climate states for these past periods requires calibrating and dating proxy indicators, such as tree rings or layered sediments recovered from ocean, lake, or ice cores, to observed climate variables. For lower-resolution records such as some ocean sediment cores, the records may represent decadal to centennial means. Thus, these records represent the mean climate for preindustrial (PI) or late Holocene conditions rather than the present climate. In this study, we therefore consider climate simulated for average PI forcings and discuss differences in the simulations of two versions of the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3) available to the community.

This paper compares the mean climate states for preindustrial and present conditions for two different versions of CCSM3. The versions differ in their horizontal grids, applying low- and moderate-resolution configu-
rations that may be useful for studies of past climates because of their computational efficiencies. Additionally, results from a simplified version of CCSM3 where a simple “slab” ocean has replaced the three-dimensional ocean are shown. Differences of the mean climate are discussed for the atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice. Changes to interannual and decadal variability of the tropical Pacific region, the Arctic, and the southern high latitudes are also described.

2. Model description and forcings

The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) CCSM3 is a global, coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice–land surface climate model. Model details are given elsewhere in this issue (Collins et al. 2006a). Briefly, the atmospheric model is the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model Version 3 (CAM3), which is a three-dimensional primitive equation model solved with the spectral method in the horizontal (Collins et al. 2006b). The ocean model is the NCAR implementation of the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) and is a three-dimensional primitive equation model in spherical polar coordinates with dipole grid and vertical $z$ coordinate (Gent et al. 2006). The sea ice model is a dynamic–thermodynamic model, which includes a subgrid-scale ice thickness parameterization and elastic–viscous–plastic rheology (Briegleb et al. 2004). The land model includes a river routing scheme and specified land cover and plant functional types (Dickinson et al. 2006).

a. Resolutions

For these simulations, two atmospheric resolutions are used: T42 (an equivalent grid spacing of approximately 2.8° in latitude and longitude) and T31 (an equivalent grid spacing of approximately 3.75° in latitude and longitude). Both resolutions have 26 levels in the vertical, which are unevenly spaced and are terrain following. The land surface grid matches the atmospheric grid but allows for multiple land cover and vegetation types within a grid cell. The cloud process parameterization scheme is adjusted between the T42 and T31 atmosphere models to improve the top-of-the-atmosphere energy budget (Hack et al. 2006a).

The ocean–sea ice grids used are the ×1 (320 × 384 points and 40 levels to 5.5-km depth) and the ×3 (100 × 116 points and 25 levels to 5-km depth). Both ocean–sea ice grids locate the Poles in Greenland and Antarctica. The horizontal resolutions correspond to a nominal grid spacing of approximately 1° and 3° in latitude and longitude with significantly greater resolution in the Tropics and North Atlantic. The ×1 and ×3 ocean vertical grids are constructed to have similar vertical resolution in the top 50 m. In addition, the ×3 version of the ocean model excludes the parameterization for the diurnal solar cycle and uses a centered-difference ocean advection scheme instead of the upwinding used in the ×1 version. These parameterization changes improve the simulation of ENSO and the western equatorial Pacific in the ×3 version of CCSM3. Snow and ice albedos over sea ice are lowered by 6%–9% in the ×3 version of the model as compared to the ×1 version (Yeager et al. 2006).

The coupled simulations discussed in this paper are with CCSM3 at moderate resolution, T42 atmosphere–land grid coupled with the ×1 ocean–sea ice grid (termed T42×1), and at low resolution, T31 atmosphere–land grid coupled with the ×3 ocean–sea ice grid (termed T31×3). A computationally less expensive means of evaluating climate changes is to replace the three-dimensional ocean model with a slab ocean model (SOM) with prescribed ocean heat transports (OHT). This is the standard method to compare the climate sensitivity of different models to a doubling of atmospheric CO$_2$. Here, we also show the sensitivity of annual temperature, the Arctic Oscillation, and the Southern Annular Mode in a T42 SOM simulation to the same PI forcings as the coupled model simulations. The prescribed ocean heat transports and mixed layer depths are the same in the PI and present-day (PD) simulations with the T42 SOM model (Kiehl et al. 2006).

b. Preindustrial boundary conditions

The specified PI forcings follow the protocols of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project, Phase 2 (PMIP-2; more information online at http://www.lsce.cea.fr/pmip2/). These include reduced concentrations of the well-mixed greenhouse gases, changes in the spatial distributions of ozone, sulfate (only direct effect), and carbonaceous aerosol, as well as a reduced solar constant. These forcings represent the average conditions of the late Holocene before the significant impact of humans rather than a specific date. Table 1 summarizes the individual specifications.

Estimates of the radiative forcing (PI as compared to PD) due to reductions in the greenhouse gases can be calculated with formula in the 2001 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report (Ramaswamy et al. 2001). The greenhouse gas radiative forcings are all negative with a net change of $-2.05$ W$\,\text{m}^{-2}$ for the PI forcings. The largest contribution is from lowering of the CO$_2$ concentration, followed by methane, which is about a third as large. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC$_{11}$ and CFC$_{12}$) and nitrous oxide (N$_2$O) changes contribute an
Table 1. Forcings changed in the PI simulations from their specifications in the PD simulations. All trace gases are expressed as volume mixing ratios. Orbital year for PI is specified to be 1950 A.D. from the PMIP-2 experimental design. Land use is fixed at PD for all simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forcing</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>280 ppm</td>
<td>355 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>760 ppb</td>
<td>1714 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>270 ppb</td>
<td>311 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFC₁₁</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFC₁₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.3 ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>1870 A.D.</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate aerosols</td>
<td>1870 A.D.</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust and sea salt</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonaceous aerosols</td>
<td>30% of PD</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar constant</td>
<td>1365 W m⁻²</td>
<td>1367 W m⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital year</td>
<td>1950 A.D.</td>
<td>1990 A.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

additional $-0.35$ W m⁻² forcing radiative. The reduction of the solar constant of 2 W m⁻² at the top of the atmosphere perturbs the system by $-0.35$ W m⁻².

Atmospheric ozone distributions are prescribed using an ozone climatology from measurements for PD (Wang et al. 1995) and from the Model for Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers (MOZART) simulations for PI (Lamarque et al. 2005). Tropospheric ozone increases by 8.3 Dobson units from PI to PD. Sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols have increased with industrialization. For the PI simulations, the distribution of the sources of carbonaceous aerosols is assumed to be unchanged from present but the magnitude is reduced to 30% of PD based upon scaling by the population. Dust and sea salt aerosols are assumed to be the same as present day (Collins et al. 2006b). The distribution and magnitude of PI sulfate aerosols are derived using specified 1870 A.D. sources (Smith et al. 2001) and modeling of sinks and atmospheric sulfate transport (Barth et al. 2000; Rasch et al. 2000).

3. Mean climate

The PD simulations are described elsewhere in this issue (Hack et al. 2006b; Large and Danabasoglu 2006; Yeager et al. 2006; Holland et al. 2006). The PI simulations are branched from PD simulations and run an additional 400 yr. Northern Hemisphere and tropical climates equilibrate in 100–200 yr for both resolutions. Southern Hemisphere SSTs and sea ice still exhibit trends after 400 yr, but these trends are small, less than 0.1°C and 1%, respectively. The mean climate results compare averages for the last 50 yr of the PI simulations to the corresponding 50 yr of the PD simulations, except as noted when longer averages are needed to yield stable statistics. The Student’s t test is used to evaluate the significance of differences between the PI and PD simulations of atmospheric variables.

a. Atmosphere changes

1) Surface temperature

The global and annually averaged surface temperature is 13.5°C in the T42×1 PI simulation, a cooling of 1.3°C compared to present (Table 2). The T31×3 PI simulation is colder than the T42×1 PI simulation with the global and annually averaged surface temperature of 12.8°C, but has a similar cooling compared to present of 1.2°C.

The PI zonal distributions of cooling simulated by T42×1 and T31×3 CCSM3 are statistically different than PD at all latitudes (Fig. 1). The magnitudes of cooling are statistically similar in the two resolutions except at high northern latitudes. Cooling in the Tropics and subtropics is $-1$°C with slightly greater cooling over the continents (1.2°C) than the adjoining oceans (0.9°C; Table 2). Cooling over Antarctica and the Southern Oceans averages 1°–2°C. The largest PI cooling relative to PD in both resolutions occurs at high northern latitudes and is significantly greater at T42×1 resolution, with cooling greater than 4°C at latitudes poleward of $-75°$N. The greater sensitivity in the T42×1 simulation is associated with a greater change of NH sea ice with PI forcings (Table 2), and is ultimately associated with the more realistic NH sea ice distribution simulated for PD at T42×1 versus T31×3 resolution (Yeager et al. 2006).

The T42–SOM model simulates greater cooling in the Tropics and southern high latitudes and less cooling at northern high latitudes than in the fully coupled model for PI forcings (Fig. 1). Equatorial surface temperatures are $-0.5°C$ cooler in the SOM PI simulation than the coupled PI simulation, and exhibit a hemispheric asymmetry with less cooling in the northern Tropics than southern Tropics. Cooling at high southern latitudes is 3°–4°C in the SOM simulation as compared to $-1.5°C$ in the coupled simulation. The SOM simulations with prescribed OHT and more realistic PD distribution of sea ice in both hemispheres have smaller increases in sea ice in the NH (10.3 to 11.3, $10^6$ km²) and greater increases in the SH (8.7 to 14.8, $10^6$ km²) for PD to PI conditions.

2) Surface heat fluxes

The surface heat fluxes (Table 2) change in the PI simulations in response to the cooling. Both net short-
wave absorbed and net longwave emitted at the surface increase under PI forcing, primarily at low latitudes between 30°N and 30°S. These changes are tied to both reduced atmospheric aerosols and a drier atmosphere in the PI simulations. As expected for the cooler climate of the PI simulations, the amount of precipitable water in the atmosphere is significantly less at all latitudes with decreases near the equator in excess of 4 mm or about 10% of the total precipitable water. The partitioning between latent and sensible heat fluxes from the surface is also altered under PI forcing, with decreased global latent heat flux with cooler surface temperatures but increased sensible heat flux. Although the T42×1 PI and T31×3 PI simulations show comparable changes in the surface heat fluxes, the T42×1 PI simulation has significantly greater latent heat flux and statistically significant less sensible heat flux than the T31×3 PI simulation.

3) PRECIPITATION

Global and annually averaged precipitation is 2.74 mm day⁻¹ (1000 mm yr⁻¹) for the T42×1 PI simulation and 2.66 mm day⁻¹ (971 mm yr⁻¹) for the T31×3 PI simulation (Table 2). Both PI simulations have maximum precipitation rates in the western Pacific warm pool extending into the Indian Ocean, over equatorial central and western Africa extending into the eastern Atlantic, and just south of the equator in South America (Fig. 2). Over the central and eastern Pacific equatorial ocean, maximum precipitation occurs just north and south of the equator with a dry tongue over the equator. The dry tongue extends slightly farther west in the T42×1 PI simulation than the T31×3 PI simulation, as was also true in the previous version of the model CSM1 (Otto-Bliesner and Brady 2001). The T42×1 PI simulation shows more intense precipitation.
in the northern Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks than the T31×3 PI simulation as well as enhanced drying associated with the subtropical highs of both hemispheres. Precipitation associated with the ITCZ is also greater in the T42×1 PI simulation.

The PI simulations show only slight decreases (0.05 mm day\(^{-1}\)) in precipitation on a global and annually basis as compared to the PD simulations, with greater decreases over land than the oceans (Table 2). Significant decreases in precipitation occur at mid- to high latitudes in both hemispheres and in the Tropics with the largest decreases at ~5°N, for both PI simulations as compared to PD (Fig. 2).

4) Sea level pressure

The mean features of the December–February (DJF) sea level pressure field, the Aleutian and Icelandic lows, and seasonal continental highs in the NH and Antarctic circumpolar low pressure belt, subtropical oceanic highs, and seasonal low pressure over Australia and South America in the SH, have a similar distribution in the T42×1 and T31×3 PI simulations, but differ in intensity (Fig. 3). The T42×1 PI simulation has a more intense Icelandic low in DJF than the T31×3 PI simulation (988 versus 993 mb) and this low extends farther northeast in the T42×1 simulation. The intensity and spatial extent of the Aleutian low is similar between the two resolutions. High pressure over the northern subtropical oceans is more intense in the T42×1 PI simulation than the T31×3 PI simulation. In the Southern Hemisphere, in both DJF and June–August (JJA), the subtropical highs are more intense and the Antarctic circumpolar low pressure belt is 5 mb deeper in the T42×1 PI simulation as compared to the T31×3 PI simulation. This results in the T42×1 PI simulation having a stronger meridional pressure gradient than the T31×3 PI simulation. Maximum annual zonal wind stresses associated with the midlatitude SH pressure gradient are 0.22 N m\(^{-2}\) at 48°S in the T42×1 PI simulation compared to 0.18 N m\(^{-2}\) at 42°S in the T31×3 PI simulation.

Compared to the PD simulations, both resolutions show increases in DJF sea level pressure in the North Pacific–Bering Strait region, but for the T42×1 PI simulation this increase is associated with a significant filling of the Aleutian low, while for the T31×3 PI simulation, the sea level pressure increases are associated with a southward shift of the Aleutian low. Both resolutions also show significant changes in the Southern Hemisphere pressure features. In particular, the PI simulations have a weakening of the DJF SH subtropical highs and subpolar low pressure belt compared to present. This weakening is more pronounced in the T42×1 PI simulation. Changes in JJA sea level pressure patterns between the PI and PD simulations are much smaller.

b. Ocean changes

1) Equatorial upper-ocean potential temperature

The annually averaged equatorial potential temperature profiles show significant resolution dependence to PI forcing (Fig. 4). The T31×3 PI simulation has a shallower upper-equatorial thermocline by ~15 m and colder potential temperatures at all depths to 800 m in the central Pacific compared to the T42×1 PI simula-
tion. On the western boundary of the Pacific, both the T31×3 and T42×1 PI simulations have a shallower thermocline as measured by the depth of the 20°C isotherm compared to observations (Kessler 1990).

The equatorial thermocline has similar sharpness in the T31×3 PI simulation as in the T42×1 PI simulation. This is surprising considering the lower horizontal resolution in the T31×3 ocean component and the slightly
The cooling of the Pacific in the T42×1 PI simulation compared to PD is greater near the surface than the cooling noted in the T31×3 PI–PD comparison. Slightly greater cooling is noted in the Atlantic basin both at the surface and at depth in the T42×1 PI–PD comparison than the T31×3 PI–PD comparison. In the Indian Ocean, there is a notable warming along the western boundary below 200 m in the T31×3 PI simulation compared to PD, which is not as apparent in the moderate-resolution simulation. This warming is associated with the southward spread along the western boundary of warmer and more saline water associated with greater net freshwater deficit in the Arabian Sea in the T31×3 PI simulation compared to PD. A similar large warm (and salty) bias shows up in the T31×3 PD simulation as compared to Levitus et al. (1998).

2) Mass Transports

In general, the transports through key straits (Table 3) are weaker than observed estimates in the T31×3 PI simulation and similar to observed estimates in the T42×1 PI simulation with the exception of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) transport through the Drake Passage (DP). The ACC transport is much lower than PD-observed estimates (Whitworth and Peterson 1985) by about 50–65 Sv (1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^{-1}) in the T42×1 PI simulation and too weak by about 15 Sv in the T31×3 PI simulation. Gent et al. (2001) showed that the DP transport in numerical models is strongly dependent on both zonal wind stress forcing in the DP and thermohaline circulation off the Antarctic shelf forced by brine rejection in sea ice formation. In the T31×3 PI simulation, the zonal wind stress at the latitude of the DP is notably weaker than the T42×1 PI simulation due to an equatorward shift of the maximum westerlies in the T31×3 simulation relative to the T42×1 simulation. There is also a notable enhancement of SH sea ice formation in the T42×1 PI simulation.

The ACC transports in the T42×1 and T31×3 simulations show different sensitivity to PI forcing. In the T42×1 PI simulation, ACC transport increases by 16 Sv from the PD simulation. In the T31×3 PI and PD simulations, the mean ACC transport is similar in magnitude. Both resolutions show a weakening and slight equatorward shift of the westerly wind stress in the Southern Ocean. By itself, this should lead to a decrease in the ACC transport. However, there is an enhancement in sea ice formation at PI compared to PD forcing at both T42×1 and T31×3 resolution. The two forcing mechanisms of the ACC oppose more equally in the T31×3 PI simulation producing a reduced sensitivity in the ACC transport in the T42×1 PI simulation, the ACC transport is much more sensitive to sea ice formation. The Pacific Indonesian Throughflow, Florida Straits, and Bering Strait transports are all slightly larger in both PI simulations compared to the PD simulations; however, the differences are small.

### Table 3. Means (standard deviations) for the ocean in the PI and PD simulations at T42×1 and T31×3 resolutions. The averages of barotropic transport within key straits are computed over the last 100 yr of model integrations. Mean Atlantic overturning streamfunction is computed over a 50-yr period and represents the streamfunction due to the mean Eulerian flow. Niño-3.4 averages are computed over the last 350 yr of integration after removal of annual cycle and smoothing with a 5-month box car filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ocean transports (Sv)</th>
<th>T42 × 1</th>
<th>T31 × 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>195.13 (3.23)</td>
<td>179.13 (2.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Indonesian Throughflow</td>
<td>−18.04 (1.43)</td>
<td>−16.32 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Straits</td>
<td>28.30 (0.78)</td>
<td>27.99 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering Strait</td>
<td>0.92 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic overturning (Sv)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max NADW</td>
<td>21.0 at 1022 m</td>
<td>19.0 at 1022 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min ABW (34°S)</td>
<td>−4.2 at 3750 m</td>
<td>−3.8 at 3750 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niño-3.4 statistics (°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std dev</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The strength and depth of the maximum meridional overturning streamfunction in the Atlantic basin of the PI simulations shows some resolution dependence (Fig. 5; Table 3). The T42 PI simulation transports about 25% more warm surface water poleward at the maximum than the T31 PI simulation. This warm water is transformed into North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) through buoyancy loss in the high-latitude regions. Twice as much sinks north of 60°N in the T42 simulation than in the T31 simulation. The maximum meridional overturning streamfunction associated with NADW formation is deeper in the T42 simulation at 1022 m than the T31 simulation at 944 m. There is indication that the maximum meridional overturning streamfunction is shifted poleward in the T42 simulation by about a degree latitude. There is only a small difference in the strength of the Antarctic Bottom water (ABW) transported into the South Atlantic (Table 3); however, the ABW cell is stronger in the T42 simulation.

Both resolutions show significant differences between the PI and PD climate forcings (Fig. 5; Table 3). However, these differences are notably weaker in the T31 simulation. Both resolutions show that the NADW overturning cell is stronger and penetrates deeper with PI forcing compared to PD forcing and the ABW cell is stronger with PI forcing. This result agrees with the trends and patterns of change due to transient CO₂ forcing shown by Bryan et al. (2006). The overall pattern of change is similar in both resolutions with the maximum difference located below the maximum overturning of NADW. However, the maximum overturning of NADW strengthened to a greater extent with PI forcing in the T42 simulation compared to the T31 resolution.

3) Heat transport

The latitudinal profiles of Atlantic Ocean heat transport show heat transported northward in both hemispheres (Fig. 6). The maximum northward heat transport occurs at ~20°N for all forcings and resolutions. The T31 PI and PD ocean components transport similar amounts of heat northward in the Atlantic. The T42 PI simulation shows a slightly higher ocean heat transport in the North Atlantic between the equator and 50°N than the T42 PD simulation. Much larger differences exist between the T42 and T31 PI simulations. The T42 PI simulation transports more

![Fig. 5. Mean annual meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv) in the Atlantic basin for the (top) T42 PI and (bottom) T31 PI simulations. Contours of the mean streamfunction are overlaid with the PI – PD difference in color. The contour interval of the mean streamfunction is 2.5 Sv. The color bar indicates values of the differences shown.](image1)

![Fig. 6. Latitudinal profile of northward ocean heat transport by the mean Eulerian advection for the Atlantic basin for the PI and PD simulations at T42 and T31 resolutions.](image2)
heat northward in the Atlantic basin, accounting for the larger global northward heat transport than the T31×3 PI simulation. This is related to the stronger meridional overturning (about 30% greater) in the Atlantic in the T42×1 PI simulation as compared to the T31×3 PI simulation.

c. Sea ice changes

1) Northern hemisphere distribution

The greatest sea ice thicknesses in the NH in both PI simulations are located over the Arctic Ocean, with local maxima located between 150°E and the date line, in a narrow strip along the east coast of Greenland, and in Baffin Bay northwest of Greenland (Fig. 7). During the February–March, thicknesses in these locations range from 3–4 up to 6–7 m. Also, during the northern winter season, relatively thinner ice with thickness values from 0.25 to several meters extend southward, into the Labrador and Greenland Seas and in the Pacific sector into the Bering Sea and down to the northern tip of Japan. The T31×3 PI simulation has sea ice covering the Barents Sea in February–March. This region is ice free in the T42×1 PI simulation. During August–September, the thinner ice retreats poleward leaving the southern regions ice free (less than 0.25 m). The higher latitudes remain ice covered during the summer season; however, thickness values are 1–2 m less than during the winter.

In both of the T42×1 and T31×3 PI simulations, the ice is thicker compared to the corresponding PD simulation, with the greatest changes located north of Greenland and extending over much of the Arctic Ocean, along the east coast of Greenland to near the southernmost point, and to the northwest of Greenland. Although even PD conditions are somewhat overestimated, especially around southern Greenland and the Labrador Sea, higher sea ice concentrations and increased thickness can be expected for the cooler climates of the PI. The T42×1 PI simulation also has significantly more sea ice than PD off Newfoundland. Close examination of these diagrams reveals that the T31×3 PI and PD simulations have more ice than the T42×1 PI and PD simulations in the NH during both the winter and summer seasons.

2) Southern hemisphere distribution

In the SH, the largest ice thickness values are located in the oceans along the Antarctic coast, with an unrealistically large local maximum in excess of 7 m in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 7). Seasonal changes in the ice thickness distribution occur primarily in those regions covered by ice less than 3 m thick. During August–September, sea ice is located as far equatorward as 50°–55° latitude in the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans in the T42×1 PI simulation. A similar distribution, though not quite as extensive, is found in the T31×3 PI simulation. The similarity between the ice thickness distribution for the T42×1 and T31×3 simulations is closer in the SH than it is in the NH. As in the NH, the T42×1 PI simulation has greater increases (~1 m) in ice thickness from PD than the T31×3 PI simulation. The largest values in the difference fields are located where there are maxima in the thickness.

3) Seasonal cycle

The seasonal cycle of the aggregate sea ice area for the two PI simulations shows that the most extensive sea ice for the NH occurs in the T31×3 PI simulation and for the SH in the T42×1 PI simulation (Fig. 8; Table 2). This is consistent with the ice thickness distributions. For the PI and PD simulations at both resolutions, the wintertime values are about twice those during summertime in the NH and about 3 times in the SH. The increase in ice area for the PI case compared to the PD case is slightly greater at T42×1 than it is for T31×3 resolution. Note that the seasonal cycle of sea ice area for the T31×3 PD simulation closely matches the one for the T42×1 PI simulation in the NH during all months of the year.

4. Interannual and decadal variability

Patterns of climate variability and their influence on regional climates provide for predictability of the climate system on multimonthly to multianurnal time scales. During the last decades, there has been a substantial effort toward understanding whether the recent observed climate variations are induced by anthropogenic forcing or are part of the natural variability of our climate system. Important for this assessment is whether patterns, amplitudes, and time variations of interannual–decadal variability have changed in the recent past (Cobb et al. 2003; Cook et al. 2002).

For the PI simulations, we discuss three patterns or modes of variability that have been identified as important for explaining a large fraction of regional variability on interannual to decadal time scales. The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) mode of variability is tied to coupled atmosphere–ocean interactions in the tropical Pacific region. The Northern Annular Mode (NAM) or Arctic Oscillation (AO) and Southern Annular Mode (SAM) or Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) are modes of pressure variation circling the North and South Poles, respectively. The last 100 yr are analyzed for the AO and SAM and last 350 yr for ENSO.
Fig. 7. CCSM3 ice thickness in meters (filled color contours) for February-March and August-September for the T42/H11003 PI simulations. Values less than 0.25 m are not colored. The differences from the PD simulation are shown as black line contours, negative values are dashed, the contour interval is 0.5 m, and zero contours are omitted.
a. Tropical Pacific variability

The ENSO variabilities in the T42×1 and T31×3 coupled models differ with respect to the seasonal phase characteristics, amplitude, and sensitivity to PI forcing (Fig. 9; Table 3). The T31×3 version of the CCSM3 exhibits weaker amplitude of ENSO variability as defined by the standard deviation of SST anomalies averaged over the Niño-3.4 region. The T31×3 PI and PD simulations both show a standard deviation of Niño-3.4 of ~0.7°C, indicating a relatively weak ENSO compared to observed and little sensitivity of the Niño-3.4 amplitude to the PI forcing. The T42×1 PI and PD simulations have larger ENSO variability, with standard deviations of Niño-3.4 of 0.84° and 0.74°C, respectively. This difference is statistically significant at the 90% level. The observed Niño-3.4 computed from 1948–2003 National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data is 0.82°C.

The T31×3 simulations also show a weaker and degraded phasing of the seasonal cycle of monthly Niño-3.4 compared to the T42×1 simulations. The annual cycles of Niño-3.4 for the T42×1 simulations show a peak in variability in the November–January and a minimum in April–May, in accord with observations (Deser et al. 2006). Contrary to these observations, Niño-3.4 SST variability in the T31×3 simulations peaks in the boreal fall months (August–November). Comparing the seasonal cycles of Niño-3.4 in the PI simulations to the PD simulations, only the T42×1 PI simulation is significantly different at the 95% confidence level. The T42×1 PI simulation exhibits statistically significant higher Niño-3.4 variability in boreal winter months of December–March than the T42×1 PD simulation. All cases show similar levels of variability in boreal spring.

b. Arctic Oscillation

The AO is defined as the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of sea level pressure in boreal winter [December–March (DJFM)] from 20° to 90°N. It is the
dominant pattern of nonseasonal variations of sea level pressure at mid- and high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere.

Both PI simulations exhibit similar AO patterns with sea level pressures of one sign circling the globe at \( \sim 45^\circ \text{N} \) and sea level pressures of the opposite sign over polar latitudes (Fig. 10). The AO explains nearly the same total variance in the T42 \( \times 1 \) PI simulation (35\%) and in the T31 \( \times 3 \) PI simulation (37\%). Similar to the PD simulations, the midlatitude variability has two centers of action: one over the North Pacific with the greatest variability east of the date line and one over the North Atlantic with the greatest variability in southern Europe. Variability at polar latitudes is greatest between Greenland and Iceland. Both resolutions exhibit larger amplitudes of the Pacific center of AO variability than observed. This bias is also present in the CAM3 atmosphere simulation with prescribed SSTs, suggesting it is mainly associated with the atmosphere and not air–sea coupling (Hurrell et al. 2006). Similar to present observed correlations (Thompson and Wallace 1998), during high (positive) AO years in the PI winters,
northern Europe and Asia experience above-average temperatures and precipitation (not shown), southern Europe has below-average precipitation, the Labrador Sea region is cooler and drier, and the southeastern United States is warmer (Fig. 10).

The T42 SOM PI simulation displays the same overall pattern of AO variability in DJFM as the coupled run (Fig. 10). Differences include a shift in the node line poleward over the North Atlantic, and north of this transition, a shift eastward of the maximum variability from the Greenland–Iceland region to northern Eurasia. Associated with this shift, surface temperature regressions in Scandinavia are weaker than the coupled model.

The spectrum of the AO for the T42×1 PI and T42–SOM PI simulations both show roughly the same total variability, as indicated by similar area under the curves, and the same degree of enhanced low-frequency variability or redness. These behaviors are consistent with the SOM having thermal inertia properties similar to those of the full ocean model with regard to how this property affects the time dependence of the AO (Deser et al. 2003). The spectrum of the AO for the T31×3 PI simulation shows less total variability and is whiter than the T42×1 PI simulation. Error bars based on chi-squared statistics show the difference in low-frequency variability between the two resolutions to be statistically significant at or above the 95% level. This resolution dependence may be a consequence of differences between the mixed layers in the two coupled simulations. The annually averaged mixed layer depths in the T31×3 PI simulation are shallower than in the higher-resolution simulation. None of the spectra shown for the AO contain statistically significant peaks when compared to the appropriate background spectra based on a red noise time series.

c. Southern Annular Mode

The SAM or AAO is defined as the first EOF of sea level pressure from 20° to 90°S (Gong and Wang 1998). In this study, the monthly mean sea level pressures are used. In the PI simulations, the SAM accounts for a large part of the total variance, 36% in T42×1 and 37% in T31×3. Both PI simulations exhibit similar SAM patterns, with a strong zonally symmetric component, showing an out-of-phase relationship of sea level pressure between the Antarctic and midlatitudes at all longitudes (Fig. 11). A center of minimum variability occurs near the Bellingshausen Sea region. During high SAM years in the PI simulation, the Antarctic continent is colder and drier except for the Antarctic Peninsula, which is warmer and wetter; New Zealand and the southern tip of South America are warmer and drier; and Australia and South Africa are cooler and wetter (not shown). Surface temperature changes associated with the SAM are weaker in the T31×3 PI simulation than the T42×1 PI simulation.

None of the model spectra for the SAM contain statistically significant peaks when compared to the appropriate background spectra based on a red noise time series. The spectrum of the SAM index for the T42×1 PI, T42-SOM PI and T31×3 PI cases behave differently than their counterparts in the Northern Hemisphere. The T42×1 PI spectrum contains more total variability and is redder than the T42–SOM PI simulation. This may also be related to differences in the thermal inertia effects of the slab ocean compared to the full ocean model. As in the NH case, there is resolution dependence, with the T31×3 PI spectrum showing considerably less total variability than the T42×1 PI spectrum. There is also considerably less low-frequency variability in the low-resolution simulation and this is statistically significant at or above the 95% level. Annual mean mixed layer depths for the T31×3 PI simulation are shallower than the higher-resolution case.

5. Discussion

a. Coupled climate response of T42×1 CCSM3 to PI forcing

At high northern latitudes, the T42×1 PI simulation has a large polar amplification of cooling as compared to the PD simulation, with annual surface cooling in excess of 5°C near the North Pole, primarily associated with the winter season. Northern Hemisphere sea ice is thicker, its area extent increases by 20%, and its seasonal cycle is enhanced. In association with the enhanced temperature gradient at PI, the ocean heat transport increases in the North Atlantic from 0° to 50°N and the North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation increases by 10% (although this feature has large interannual variability). Cooling of the surface ocean is distributed to depth in the North Atlantic by the overturning circulation. High-latitude dynamical features, in particular the Icelandic low and the Arctic Oscillation, show no significant adjustment to the changed PI forcing.

At high southern latitudes, the cooling in the T42×1 PI simulation is smaller, on average about 1.5°C.Southern Hemisphere sea ice increases in thickness and in area extent by 15%, and its seasonal cycle is enhanced with greater sea ice increases in the austral winter than summer. In contrast to the high northern latitudes, the atmospheric circulations at high southern latitudes ex-
hibit significant changes in strength at PI as compared to PD. The subtropical high pressure belt at \( \sim 35^\circ S \) and the Antarctic circumpolar low pressure belt at \( 60^\circ S \) both weaken resulting in a weaker pressure gradient and weaker surface zonal wind stresses. The mass transport through the DP though increases by 9% in association with the seasonal sea ice changes and ABW production, which is only partially offset by the decreased zonal wind stress.

Tropical surface temperatures in the T42×1 PI simulation cool by \( \sim 1^\circ C \) with greater cooling over land \((-1.2^\circ C)\) than over the oceans \((-0.9^\circ C)\). In the Pacific at the equator, SSTs cool more in the eastern and central Pacific than the western Pacific enhancing the east–west SST gradient, but cool more at the surface than at 200-m depth reducing the thermocline intensity. The Niño-3.4 variability is enhanced at PI compared to PD, significantly during December–March.

b. Resolution dependence of the climate response to PI forcing

There are several notable differences in the sensitivity of the low-resolution T31×3 CCSM3 to PI forcing as compared to the moderate-resolution T42×1 CCSM3.
The polar amplification of cooling in the Arctic is smaller in the T31×3 PI simulation with annual surface cooling of only −3°C near the North Pole. Correspondingly, the North Atlantic Ocean heat transport and maximum meridional overturning circulation show less difference from the T31×3 PD simulation. Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent increases by only 10%. This decreased sensitivity is related to the area extent of Northern Hemisphere sea ice in the T31×3 PD simulation being too extensive.

At southern high latitudes, changes between PI and PD in the intensities of the subtropical high pressure belt, the Antarctic circumpolar low pressure belt, the pressure gradient between these features, and the zonal wind stresses are considerably smaller in the T31×3 CCSM3. Mass transport through the DP is unchanged between the PI and PD simulations at T31×3 resolution. In the T31×3 simulation for PI conditions, increases in the ACC in association with seasonal sea ice changes and ABW production are compensated by decreases in the ACC due to a weakening and equatorward shift of the westerly wind stress in the Southern Ocean. In the Tropics, the Niño-3.4 variability peaks too early in boreal fall and shows no sensitivity to PI forcing at T31×3 resolution.

Bryan et al. (2006) found significant differences in the mean state of the North Atlantic and its response to global warming in the T31×3 and T42×1 versions of CCSM3. Both resolutions show a reduction in the depth penetration of NADW at time of 4 × CO₂ in 1% yr⁻¹ transient CO₂ increase simulations but the T31×3 has reduced sensitivity. They hypothesize that the reduced sensitivity in the T31×3 CCSM3 as compared to the T42×1 CCSM3 is related to representation of processes in the Greenland–Iceland–Norwegian (GIN) Sea region and the larger PD sea ice extent in the North Atlantic in the T31×3 CCSM3.

CCSM3 has also been shown to have a resolution dependence of climate sensitivity for the equilibrium change in surface temperature for a doubling of atmospheric CO₂. The climate sensitivity of CAM3 coupled to a slab ocean model is 2.3°C for T31 and 2.5°C for T42 at doubled CO₂. Kiehl et al. (2006) show that the increase in climate sensitivity with increased horizontal resolution is correlated with changes in shortwave cloud forcing. Shortwave cloud forcing, which lessens the warming, is larger in the T31 doubled CO₂ CAM3 simulation as compared to the corresponding T42 CAM3 simulation.

c. Comparison to proxy indicators

Direct comparison of the simulated PI climate responses to proxy-based climate reconstructions of the preindustrial period provides a measure of the sensitivity of the models to modest changes in the mean radiative forcing. Here, we present only a comparison to average changes from PI to PD documented in the literature.

The simulated Northern Hemisphere PD–PI temperature differences of 1.2°C and 1.3°C are larger than some proxy reconstructions (Jones and Mann 2004), but compare favorably to greater cooling in the seventeenth–eighteenth centuries shown by other reconstructions (Esper et al. 2002; Huang et al. 2000). Increased sea ice in the North Atlantic simulated by CCSM3 for PI forcings agrees with historical records (Rayner et al. 2003). CCSM3 simulates a cooler and drier tropical Pacific for PI versus PD forcings similar to the record of central tropical Pacific corals, which indicate cooler and drier conditions in previous centuries as compared to the twentieth century (Cobb et al. 2003; Urban et al. 2000).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we compare the equilibrium climate predicted by CCSM3 for present-day and preindustrial conditions at two resolutions appropriate for paleoclimate studies, a moderate resolution T42×1 useful for runs of several hundred years for past periods when proxy data is abundant and forcings are well constrained, and a low-resolution T31×3 useful for transient runs of several thousand years and deep-time paleoclimate investigations. Because of reductions in resolution in all the CCSM3 model components at T31×3 resolution compared to the T42×1 resolution, the T31×3 CCSM3 is faster to run computationally by a factor of 3–5 times, depending on computing architecture, than that of the T42×1 CCSM3 (Yeager et al. 2006).

The PI simulations are forced with adjusted atmospheric greenhouse gases (CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, CFCs, and ozone), solar constant, and aerosols (tropospheric sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols). The radiative forcing change by well-mixed greenhouse gases of about −2 W m⁻² is somewhat offset by the reduced aerosols. The total forcing change remains negative. Significant changes in surface temperature over both land and oceans, precipitation, and sea ice extent for PI conditions as compared to present day indicate a critical need to understand and document the meaning of “core-top” proxy estimate of these quantities when comparing past climate change anomalies predicted by climate models (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006).
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